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+dow roller coaster It was another

erratic day of trading on Wall Street yesterday
as investors tried to get a good reading on the
economy using earnings reports. The Dow slid
140 points before ending the day up 75. (ap)

Dow
10,229.96
+75.53

Nasdaq
2,222.49
+24.26

S&P 500
1,083.48
+12.23

Clubby oasis in the city
Their well-curated
home makes ideal
spot for gathering
Goldman Sachs’ stock traded up on
(getty)
a day of bad news.

By lana bortolot
Special to amNewYork

When they sold their West
Side co-op last year and
moved into the basement of
a brownstone built in 1885,
Mike DeSimone and Jeff
Jenssen shed one life
PAD
and acquired another.
Their old place was a
Proud
modern, high-end renovation, a place that made
Jenssen feel aware of being
in an apartment, he said. But
when they saw the woodpaneled apartment where
they now live, they found a
place with the genteel air
Mike
of a safari club — perfect for
DeSimone
entertaining and living.
As food and wine writers,
and Jeff
Jenssen
DeSimone and Jenssen travel
Locale:
the world, picking up ideas
Hell’s Kitchen
and souvenirs for their home.
The bedroom, for instance, is
Square feet:
fashioned after an African
1,400 plus a
lodge — both men spent signifi600-squarecant time in that continent, and
foot backyard
among their many tribal objects
Design
are gifts from African chiefs.
philosophy:
“We both have a strong spiritual
“Gentlemen’s
bend,” said DeSimone of the many
Explorer’s Club”
artifacts in the apartment. That’s
Trophy piece:
why their design aesthetic rarely
Built-in wine
conflicts, he added.
cabinet
While the main room’s leather
club chairs, antique cabinetry
and long wooden dining table
may be their pride, it’s the large
Rent
and well-equipped kitchen with
which they most closely identify.
Their friends gather among the
chrome appliances, vintage cofNumber of
feepots and teapots, and the rewine glasses in
claimed (from a restaurant down
their collection
the street) butcher-block island
for food and wine tastings.
“We wanted to create a space
where our friends from all around
Drums they
the world could relax, have a leiown
surely dinner and feel as if they
have a second home in the center
of New York City,” said Jenssen.
What makes their parties a
success? When the drum collecParties they
have per
tion comes out, DeSimone said.
month
Take a look at some of the
things around their flat:

Goldman income
plummets in Q2

Mike DeSimone, front, and Jeff Jenssen
filled their Hell’s Kitchen flat with
conversation pieces they picked up
from their travels. (photos: anthony lanzilote)
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Playboy tempers new site
with humor, not nudity

l “Thai Princess”
purchased in the
Chiang Mai night
market, probably
at 1 or 2 in the
morning, said
Jenssen. $50
and another $50
to ship home

100+
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court) in Paris for
1,000 French francs
(about $130 USD)

$4,000

4

Goldman Sachs said yesterday
its second-quarter net income
dropped 83 percent to $453 million as trading revenue fell and
the bank booked a charge for its
settlement of civil fraud charges
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Goldman paid $550 million to
cover the cost of the settlement.
Goldman’s chief financial officer,
David Viniar, said the bank did
not see any drop in market share
because of the charges.
Earnings were also reduced by a
one-time $600 million charge tied
to a tax on bonuses in Britain. (ap)

l Horn and cowhide
chair, inspired by an
African tribal chair
and re-created in
Texas longhorns by
a firm in the Southwest for $1,000
l Chandelier over
the dining room
table, found in Les
Puces flea market
(Porte de Clignan-

l Die-cut
Ostrich egg
lamp from Africa
l African fertility pipe given
to Jenssen by
a tribal chief.
“A friend
smoked
this,
and it
worked,”
he said.

l Collection of
vintage tea and
coffeepots mostly
from flea markets
l Collection of
drums from the
Istanbul Grand
Bazaar and
the Congo
l Wooden
carved St.
Anthony statue from Mexico

For those guys who say they
read Playboy for the articles, the
franchise is giving you a chance to
prove it with a new website it says
is safe for the office. Thesmoking
jacket.com, launched yesterday,
will contain none of the nudity
that makes playboy.com unsafe
for work but will instead rely on
humor to draw its audience.

Judge OKs examiner for
WaMu bankruptcy case
A Delaware judge granted a
request by Washington Mutual
shareholders yesterday to appoint
an independent examiner who will
review claims and assets in the
company’s bankruptcy case and
also a legal settlement underlying
(ap)
its reorganization plan.
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